### CHIEF JUDGE’S STANDARD REPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competition:</th>
<th>3rd FAI World Indoor Skydiving Championships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event(s):</td>
<td>Indoor Formation Skydiving and Vertical Formation Skydiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>Lille, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>17 Apr– 20 Apr 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Panel of Judges: | EJ FS4 Open, Female and Junior: Rina Gallo, EJ VFS and 8 way: Pia Berggren  
Panel of Judges: Agnieska Sobczynska, Karla Cole, Gisela Heitzinger, Judy Celaya, Natasha Higman, Tamara Vorst, Bernard Nicolas, Gregory Chatton and Marc Frielingsdorf  
ACJ Thierry Courtin |
| Scoring Equipment Used: | InTime System |
| Details of the Judges Work: (including judging statistics) | Panel judged 302 FS 4-way jumps, 70 VFS jumps and 60 FS 8-way jumps.  
The panel of judge worked in 3 panel and in each panel was 3 persons. Panels worked well together and the spirit was good in the panel of judge. We had fun together, but when judging started all was focus for the judging. The scoring system worked very well. Assistant to the chief judge worked hard for fix system if nessesary.  
The organizer worked very well and was helpful also before and after the competition. Special thanks to the Chief judge assistant and also all people of organization!  
Few times problems with videos, but organization worked hard for fix the problems. Thank you!
**Recommendations for Organisers:**

The hotel next from the tunnel was awesome! Walk only few minutes from and to the hotel.

Top camera was little bit far from team. I got video from organization before the competition and in my mind picture in this was better. Unfortunately I could not find this during competition or later. In my mind at future video from competition site should accept with the chief judge and also with judges committee. This is also for judges committee.

**Rule Changes Proposals:**

We get some change for rules. Not big ones. New formations was biggest and also change for some formation. Specially for FS 4 way HI Bow also VFS 7I Flower-Flower and HI Rebel

8 way rules was only some kind changes for indoor 4 way rules. Before the competition we had only written in the paper change for formations. No pictures. Also anything about when time start if team don't make starting formation at all before the first formation or make it absolute wrong only for that its very very fast make first formation. Before the competition I make decision that if teams don't make starting formation at all or make it absolute wrong then judges start time when first team member is in the tunnel. I spoke about that with the Jury and FAI controller and they accept that. I inform also team about that during first competition meeting before competition jumps start, Rules for 8 way must make before next year!

Also interim rules for little time and "final" rules for rest year don't be good idea.

**Personal Remarks:**

I want to thanks all people, who gave this opportunity, to be selected as the chief judge. It's a big honor to me!
Also work together with all FAI/IPC officials, member of the Jury, all organization people and specially with panel of judges was pleasure for me.

I want also thanks all competitors, who compete in this competition (and also in other competitions). For them judges and organizations work. Thank you!

According to Sporting Code Section 5, 6.7.1 (6) this Report is to be sent to the IPC Judges Committee Chair, the Chair of the relevant discipline Committee and the IPC Recording Secretary within 30 days of the end of the competition.

**Name:**

Pekka Salmela

**Signature:**

Date: 1.6.2019